Space Committee Minutes
December 04th, 2023

Attendees: Brendan Hanlon, Sue James, Blanche Hughes, Christa Johnson/Melissa Reynolds, Tom Satterly, Ben Withers, Alonso Aguirre, Karen Estlund, John Slack, Brandon Ates, Julia Murphy, Jillian Zucosky, Gargi Duttgupta

- **Attendance**
  - **Members**
    - Tom Satterly
    - Melissa Reynolds
    - Mark Paschke – proxy for Alonso
    - Sue James
    - Ben Withers
    - Brendan Hanlon
    - Blanche Hughes
  - **Ex-officio**
    - Brandon Ates
    - John Slack
    - Jillian Zucosky
    - Gargi Duttgupta
    - Karen Estlund
  - **Guests**
    - Julia Murphy
    - Jerick Flores - Advancement

- **Housekeeping & Goals**
  - **Monthly SC meetings**
    - Get through the top priorities first as we know we often cannot get through the full agenda.
    - We need at least 4 members to meet quorum and cannot vote.
      - Send a proxy that has voting power.
      - If we won’t have quorum, it would be good to know in advance to cancel.
      - **ACTION:** Let Gargi know at least a week before if you will not be attending the monthly meeting.
  - **Space (and Committee) Processes**
    - Classroom Review Board
      - Synergy between SC and CRB
      - We’ve seen at least 3-4 classroom requests come to SC in the last year.
      - Would Julia like to come to SC on a regular basis? Would SC like to designate a person from the committee to attend the CRB?
        - **ACTION:** Gargi to add Julia to SC meeting invites.
Julia believes it would be good to have an SC Member attend the CRB meeting.
- No summer meetings
- Meets four times per semester
- Usually on Teams for 1 hour
- Melissa Reynolds volunteered to attend as SC representative.
- **ACTION:** Julia Murphy to add Melissa Reynolds to the CRB meetings

October Discussion / Agenda Feedback
- Seems like the website has not been socialized and people still talking like the information is not transparent.
  - Who is the audience that needs this information?
    - VP and Deans should be aware of the information.
  - Recommendations discussed:
    - Meeting that Lynn Johnson organized at the beginning of the year looked at issues around space.
      - Individuals would come present to the Deans providing a general overview of about issues and concerns related to space.
      - Proposals coming forward for new facilities and facility development.
      - Leadership would present their facility needs and plans.
      - This was more of a holistic view of space and facilities.
    - Follow-up on a regular basis by visiting with the council of deans (at least once a semester).
    - Message to Deans/Units to identify the point person that is responsible for space to ensure engagement with them and space.
  - **ACTION:** Brendan H determine how to move forward with these recommendations.
  - **ACTION:** Send any other suggestions to Gargi on how to socialize and engage regarding space information.

- Space availability information on the website
  - Should we create web space regarding spaces that have been explored that are often repeatedly reported that there is available space.
  - We’ve looked at for available space but anecdotally people say the same buildings have space available.
  - There’s hesitation to call out exact buildings on the website. How else could this be represented on the website?
  - **ACTION:** ALL - Send Gargi your thoughts on: How do we minimize busy work regarding space availability where the same buildings are anecdotally being suggested as available, despite CP investigating and occupants saying there is no space available.

- Space available – STRATA Update
- Prospect & College location
  - 1,600 SF of office space / 2,000 SF storage space
  - Roof is going to be replaced in near future; not fancy space
  - Retail type building
  - **ACTION:** John Slack to share the brochure regarding the space available near the CSU Medical Center.
  - $13.50/SF rental

- **Goals for today**
  - **New Space Requests**
    - Nursing Program (Deferred from Last month)
      - Request for space in A-Z that CBMBS should be moving out into renovated VHEC
      - President is still reviewing the Nursing program and awaiting information before making the decision on the program.
      - Questions around curricular approval
      - Since this is a partnership w Pueblo, does that change the curricular approvals.
      - This would have to be a conditional approval for the space.
      - If they must spend money to start moving forward, conditional approval could cause problems if the curriculum/academic program is not approved yet.
      - Vote: Unanimous Approval by SC
      - **ACTION:** Gargi to notify Nursing program that SC is prepared to reserve the space for the nursing program rather than conditionally approve the ask, since a conditional approval of could release the program to expend funds. SC would recommend holding off on encumbrances and solicitations for professional services until approvals are garnered from the President. CHHS dean is engaged in those discussions.
        - Earmark/reserve the space for the Nursing program. Do not worry about another program coming in to take the space. The space would be reserved for the Nursing Program
      - **ACTION:** Brendan H keep SC informed on the conversations with leadership so that a reasonable timeline is available for preparing the rooms.
    - **CVMBS**

      - Leased space at 2537 Research Blvd that they do not want to renew; $500,000 annual expense – for CVMBS support functions, many of whom are remote or on hybrid work schedules thus do not need the entire space of ~16,000 ASF. Lease runs thru June 2025.
      - No accommodations can be made at this time to add this need to the current VHEC renovation, due to the GMP being finalized. (The admin functions were added to the VHEC program, but DVM admin was inadvertently dropped, thus CVMBS believes they will need space once lease is up.)
      - STRATA is looking at restructuring the lease to try to bring down the rate and will be engaging with Jon Stocking on this.
      - Took a lot to build out the space for CVMBS initially (furniture, fiberoptics, wired, plug and play, etc.). It would be ideal for the university to continue to use the space.
Leadership needs to have this conversation regarding this need, how can SC/CP support the need of so much space.

Currently no space available. Options could include decrease footprint, move to fully remote, and look into permanent space in the Lake Street Garage once the swing space needs are complete for Clark and Glover.

**ACTION** – Gargi to share the discussion regarding the 2537 Research Blvd options for CVMBS.

### Updates

- **Past Action + Agenda items /Informational**
  - Regional Food Center & COFSAC
    - Recommendations explored:
      - Gargi to walk their existing space to see if ways to make it work within their allocated space. Have not heard back from Dean Pritchett to set this up.
      - Coors Pavilion
        - Sue believes it is a good option based on her walk in.
      - Explore off-campus w STRATA
        - Some of the grant could be used to explore space with STRATA (i.e. use portion of the space that CVMBS needs to get out of lease on Research Blvd.)
    - **ACTION**: Gargi to contact Dawn Thilmany & Amy Charkowski to explore options with John Slack at 2357 Research Blvd. STRATA that could then help out CVMBS in reducing their lease and create lease for ~1,200 ASF.
  - Graduate Program – Public Health
    - They were informed we could not meet their request.
  - CSU Summer Office
    - Summer Program was not interested in temporary space offered up by VPR
    - Provost office has put in a Capital Request for the 3rd floor of Admin to incorporate summer program into
    - **ACTION**: Gargi to let CSU Summer Office know we cannot meet their request for space.
  - Soil Archive (Soil & Crop Sciences)
    - Awaiting Megan to respond on decision.
  - Aggie labs
    - It doesn’t make sense to continue to put money into a building that is not efficient, costs so much, etc.
    - Faculty use it in this free space, instead of use Central Warehouse.
    - **ACTION**: Melissa Reynolds working on a survey regarding sample archiving needs. She can add the users of Aggie Labs to get a better grasp on what research is being stored out there.
    - Recommendation Discussion
      - Anyway to re-purpose the building? (Hand off to Steve Burn to manage, clean up, start charging)
      - There was a report in the last few years outlining the options with this Aggie Labs.
• **ACTION:** Gargi can share the report put together in FM regarding Aggie Labs.

• **Space Policy / Telework Policy**
  • UPO Space Allocation policy is in the works.
  • No updates on Telework (VPUO)

• **Ramzone Space:** Athletics working with STRATA for space in Old Town

• **Operations Committee** sunset before new SC committee formulated.

• **Space Availability**
  • Numerous buildings have been explored though occupants indicate they cannot return any space.
    o MC - Sage, Spruce, Alder, Weber, Student Services, Johnson Hall, Lake Street Garage, Potting Shed, GSB, Hartshorn, USC, Howes and Coors Pavilion (available but no one seems to want)
    o FC - AWE and Aggie Labs
  • **ACTION:** SC Members provide feedback to Gargi on how to minimize these reoccurring conversations on buildings that do not have space available.

• **Emeritus Space Policy**
  • Faculty manual have possibility of having office space, it's each dept when there is a retirement whether than can give retired faculty space.
  • Language was taken out of the policy statement that was in the manual for deans to inform their local
  • Guidance is needed for emeritus faculty use of space.

• **Misc. Space discussions**
  • Round Robin
    o No comments from members or ex-officio
    o Quick peak at the Water Usage slides
      • Based on flushing toilets and sink usage
      • Not helpful with lab buildings, evaporative cooling systems

**TIME RUN OUT BEFORE COULD GET TO THESE ITEMS**

• **Water Usage /Occupancy / Utilization**

• **Space Requests** (on hold no movement)
  o VP Engagement – Office Space lease on Drake
  o NESB – Ecosystems Science and Sustainability (ESS) + Natural Resources Ecology Lab (NREL) / CNR space ask.
  o CVMBS Storage (Equine repro Foothills Campus).

• **Space Strategies**
  o Space Strategies / Potential Space Solutions for Main Campus
    • Leased space
    • Storage space strategies
    • Any other creative ideas?
  o Foothills Campus Strategy